EVOLUTIONARY
evolving tech

Technology is being developed and deployed at an increasingly frenetic pace across all sectors
of business and enterprise. Knowing which trends to integrate and which to avoid is crucial for
best business practices. Staying up to date on your physical, data, and IT tech while focusing
on your core capabilities can represent a hurdle or an opportunity. Tech adoption and integration
can be a resource drain on enterprises that are focused on core competency. Stepping the development cycle to integrate a disruptive technology has the potential to risk hundreds of hours
of work and millions of dollars. Tomahawk technology experts work around the clock to ensure
our partners never face gaps in skills or technology.

Integrating new technology and processes is essential to building and refining the latest in enterprise solutions. At
Tomahawk, our core competency is understanding, appraising, and integrating best-in-breed technologies with tangible
results. TIS specialists are available to charter your growth and evaluate new leaps in technology to ensure maximum
value for your next tech investment. With over 30 years of experienced trailblazing the latest technologies and setting
industry standards, Tomahawk is here to protect your valuable time and operational resources.
Strategize:
Tomahawk technology specialists explore and highlight your organizational strengths and weaknesses. Working with your
existing teams, we will evaluate the best options for your technical development. Our technical experts work with your
teams to charter a course to integrate the latest and greatest in tech capabilities, vendors, and services.
Implement:
Your next technology integration requires careful planning and a well-devised approach to implementation. Tomahawk
engineers and tech specialists bring next-level technical insights, data analysis, and the latest unique services structures,
including cloud services IAAS, SAAS, and PAAS integration. Working with dedicated technology experts allows you to
marry outside services into your internal processes for the best results.
Refine:
Integrating today’s trends, and technological innovations is an ongoing process. Implementing today’s newest innovation
is only the beginning. Tomahawk will help you prepare for future design as well as integrating current advances in tech.
Refurbishing your data center with a robust buyback program, refining your technology with constant review and up-todate information on the latest innovations is our hallmark. TIS is standing by to integrate with your teams, creating robust
partnerships for implementation now and for the future as enterprise technology evolves.

